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COUNSELLING SERVICES
Chaplain General (CG) Trust Mashingaidze from Zimparks brings you Counselling Nugget number 20 of 2021 with
focus on Leadership. This publication focusses on two quotations Lets draw some lessons from them and make a
Discourse.
As leaders we can extrapolate from quotations below and improve our leadership skills. We should not confuse
situations where we are supposed to take instructions and do them but generically these can assist let us discuss. The
same for upcoming leaders get a cue and improve as you get into the business of influencing others.
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A habit is something people may do for fun, to relax or as a way for socialising. People can
choose to stop a habit, and while it may take some time can stop successfully
Addiction, nevertheless, can be an overwhelming need or compulsion to complete the act
regularly, regardless of the time or place, to achieve the high. In essence a habit can be controlled,
while an addiction cannot. Common addictions :-
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DRUG ADDICTION
I was using marijuana/mbanje against my will. I took time off work to isolate myself and use it. I would
stand there at the corner pull one stub after the other to try and fill this feeling of emptiness and
stress inside of me.
- One Ranger’s story
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ALCOHOL ADDICTION
Alcoholism, also known as alcohol addiction or alcohol dependence, describes the repeated use of and
dependence on alcohol substances such as Kachasu, Bronco, Hot Spirits, etc thought to be caused by
mental and physiological need it can lead to widespread tissue damage and disease throughout the
body. There are some workers who are very intelligent but are only able to work under the influence of
intoxicating substances the require urgent counselling…. It is not good not only for their health but for
their job, family and environ.
SMOKING ADDICTION
Research shows that smoking is one of the greatest causes of illness and premature death in Western countries. Quitting smoking is a big challenge for a chain smoker for example who would need
more than just will power. The chain smoker can be assisted through counselling and hypnotherapy
which entails guided relaxation, intense concentration, and focussed attention to achieve a heightened
state of awareness that is sometimes called a trance.
INTERNET ADDICTION
Users develop an unhealthy emotional attachment to online activities, friends, WhatsApp and any
other creations associated with such. Internet addiction can have a massive impact on a person’s
well-being including their mental and physical health, relationships, and social lives. A worker can
spend half the day on internet issues that is not work related and work concentration is lost as a
result.
At home a spouse can spent time on internet replacing social interaction or Mukadzi anogona kutopisa muriwo pamoto nokuti abatwa nomweya we Internet. These issues needs counselling as our staff
members should be able to separate and prioritise issues.
SEX ADDICTION
This is characterised by typical compulsive sexual thoughts and acts. While for most people these behaviours will sit within everyday life without causing any issues, for others these urges become uncontrollable and addictive behaviour can develop often leading to personal, financial, and professional problems. Exemplars :- Cluster managers should be alert on deployments of female and males to
extended patrols, in compounds spouses left should always get constant counselling to wait for their
partners ‘return, etc This is a sensitive area which requires due care and attention. There are people
male or female that are addicted to sex and these may be referred to specialists for further therapy
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where necessary.
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